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Who is YUN Capital？

Summary

YUN Capital is the new wave of global financing for the 21st century
 We are not looking for quick hits because we just don’t think that way.

 We want to change the world for the positive.

 We do business with heart.

At Yun Capital
 We strategize, plan and invest for the future.

 We are internationally-focused in our experience, team and vision.

 We select from opportunities around the world that other traditional investment houses will pass up.

 We are experienced in managing assets and in making investments worldwide.

Yun Capital has three lines of business
 Yun Capital Investment Banking

 Yun Capital Asset Management

 Helios Banc
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Why are we here？

Our special expertise lies in investments in Latin America, Asia, India and China, both 

hemispheres poised for exponential growth in the next 20 years.
 China high-speed railway is leading the speed of railway in the world.

 Alibaba is leading the e-commercial in the world.

 Beidou positioning system has the opportunity to be next navigation competitor in the world.
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YUN Global Service Platform

YUN has Global influence power. 
 We have investment in many countries.

 We have a good faith with a lot of government.
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Innovative Research and Applications

 Precisely map the fields; create boundaries, interior points, and surfaces with ease; and calculate and report on the 

true acreage of your survey area-for optimal field coverage and accurate surface designs.

 Create a best-fit surface using Autoplane technology; define primary and cross slopes for prescribed orientation and 

grades; and utilize Multiplane design software for more complex field requirements.

 Automatically drive the scraper hydraulic valves on any type of tractor and scraper to level your fields. You can also 

operate both tandem and dual scraper systems to increase the productivity of your leveling projects.

 To capture 3D topography data and analyze the shape of the field using 3D view, contours, flow arrows, and tributary 

information. Define the start point, vertical intervals, and turn radius capability of the machine you're using and Surface 

will determine the optimal location for your levees.
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Industrial Applications

By integrating sensors, field applications, real-time communications, field and back-office processing, modeling, and 

analytics, Geospatial solutions facilitate a high quality, productive workflow and data exchange to drive efficiency, 

productivity, safety and value in organizations of all sizes. The result is rich accurate data that can be transformed into 

the intelligence you – and your clients – require to make informed decisions.

Land Administration 

Geodetic control, field data collection, data processing, and decision support technologies help 

you implement and manage your land administration project from conception to completion.

Mapping and GIS 

Providing professionals in mapping and GIS applications with solutions to collect and manage 

the data they need to make critical decisions.

Survey and Engineering 

Solutions for survey and engineering companies that enable improved workflows for data 

collection, field and office collaboration, and creation of deliverables.

GEOSPATIAL SOLUTIONS 
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Industrial Applications

Environmental and Waste 

Solutions for environmental professionals to improve workflow, increase productivity and reduce 

rework.

Forestry

Rugged solutions that make it easy for forestry professionals to collect, store, manipulate and 

share large amounts of spatially accurate field data.

Land Seismic 

Optimize your seismic and exploration operations with precision solutions that incorporate 

positioning technologies with seismic survey planning software and intuitive seismic stakeout 

software.

Mining

Maximize productivity, minimize operating costs, and focus on worker safety in all phases of the 

mining workflow.

Oil, Gas, and Chemical

Solutions throughout the Oil and Gas industry that reduce costs and increase operational efficiency; 

from Exploration and Production, to Distribution and Marketing.

RESOURCES
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Industrial Applications

Earth Systems

Enabling real time decision making by providing fully integrated end-to-end solution for earth 

deformation and weather forecasting markets.

Marine and Navigation

Providing custom client solutions, consulting services and complete 'turn-key' systems 

integration into the maritime market.

Telecommunications 

Comprehensive solutions for telecommunications companies to streamline tasks from planning to 

mapping to maintenance.

Electric and Gas Utilities

Solutions for energy utilities to model and design networks, streamline operations, boost productivity 

and improve regulatory compliance and customer service.

Water and Wastewater Utilities

Delivering intelligent water and wastewater management solutions through integrated software, 

mobile computing and communications technology.

UTILITIES
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Industrial Applications

AGRICULTURE

GNSS solutions enhance the efficiency of farming, so you can quickly and easily improve your everyday planning, 

decision making and overall strategy for your operation. With precision agriculture products and related solutions for the 

farming operations, GNSS will assists the farm throughout every step of daily process. 
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Industrial Applications

CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION

The mix of hardware, software and mobility technologies streamlines communication and collaboration throughout the 

construction lifecycle, from planning, design and site preparation through to the finished project. The solutions improve 

workflows between key stakeholders—wherever they are located—and make it easier to track time, costs, materials, staff 

and resources. 
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Industrial Applications

TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS

Transportation solutions for long haul trucking, field service management and construction logistics track and manage 

over global assets, operating on every continent. Organizations that have fleets of vehicles and mobile employees need 

solutions that track, schedule, route, communicate and respond in real time. The management solutions combine real-

time GPS tracking, scheduling, dispatch, RFID, field and back-office processing, and analytics to help you deliver high-

quality, on-time service while reducing costs, improving performance and increasing customer relationships.
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Precision Positioning Tablet Applications

LOCAL/ FIELD SERVICES

The GNSS Tablets provide integrated GNSS modules, streamlining accurate data transmission for mapping and 

surveying, and are compatible with existing GIS software. Whether managing utilities or communications networks, The 

GNSS Tablets make field staff more efficient and bring together the advanced workflow for data capture, accurate 

positioning, and data transmitting.
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Precision Positioning Tablet Applications

TRANSPORTATION/ LOGISTICS

Tablets and handhelds enable transportation carriers to manage schedules and give staff a reliable tool to keep in 

contact with the main office. With a wide range of charging options and accessories, the tablets can operate 

continuously with hot-swappable batteries kept charged at stations.
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Precision Positioning Tablet Applications

MEDICAL/ HEALTHCARE

The computer-integrated LCDs and rugged tablets are VESA mountable and can run solely on battery power or 

plugged into medical carts for efficient point-of-care applications. From records management to emergency triage, the 

anti-microbial enclosures are ideal for bacteria-sensitive applications. With touch screens, and fully integrated module 

options, such as MSR, RFID, and smart card readers, patient ID and staff cards are quickly verified for highly accurate 

care management and reduced error risk.
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Industrialization in YUN Global Platform

Beidou + :   

We will provide services in financing and marketing to help Beidou industrializing globally.  
 Introduce advanced technologies, products and solutions to integrate with Beidou.

 Help Beidou to compete the GNSS market globally.

 Build a YUN investment fund to finance Beidou GNSS innovative research and industrialization.

 Provide IPO fund to help Beidou enterprises to go public in US, European and Hong kong.

YUN
Global Service
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The End


